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Abstract

We have developed a conceptual design of a 15-TW pulsed-power accelerator based on the linear-transformer-driver (LTD) architecture
described by Stygar [W. A. Stygar et al., Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 18, 110401 (2015)]. The driver will allow multiple, high-energy-density
experiments per day in a university environment and, at the same time, will enable both fundamental and integrated experiments that are scalable
to larger facilities. In this design, many individual energy storage units (bricks), each composed of two capacitors and one switch, directly drive
the target load without additional pulse compression. Ten LTD modules in parallel drive the load. Each module consists of 16 LTD cavities
connected in series, where each cavity is powered by 22 bricks connected in parallel. This design stores up to 2.75 MJ and delivers up to 15 TW
in 100 ns to the constant-impedance, water-insulated radial transmission lines. The transmission lines in turn deliver a peak current as high as
12.5 MA to the physics load. To maximize its experimental value and flexibility, the accelerator is coupled to a modern, multibeam laser facility
(four beams with up to 5 kJ in 10 ns and one beam with up to 2.6 kJ in 100 ps or less) that can provide auxiliary heating of the physics load. The
lasers also enable advanced diagnostic techniques such as X-ray Thomson scattering and multiframe and three-dimensional radiography. The
coupled accelerator-laser facility will be the first of its kind and be capable of conducting unprecedented high-energy-densityephysics
experiments.
© 2017 Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Science and Technology Information Center, China Academy of Engineering Physics.
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1. Introduction

Since 1970, low-impedance, pulsed-power accelerators
have been based on Marx-generator, water-pulse-forming
technology. The world's largest and most-powerful pulsed-
power accelerator is the Z accelerator [1,2], refurbished from
the original facility in 2007 and located at Sandia National

Laboratories (SNL) in Albuquerque, NM. Z stores 20 MJ of
electrical energy at a charge voltage of 85 kV and delivers as
much as 28 MA in 110 ns to a wide range of loads. Z repre-
sents the state-of-the-art for Marx-generator, water-pulse-
forming accelerators, delivering greater than 2 MJ of energy to
a wide range of targets. The coupling of a high-power laser
beam [3] to Z has pioneered new high-energy science by
providing advanced diagnostic techniques [3] and innovative
fusion concepts [4].

In this article, we describe the conceptual design of a
compact, highly efficient pulsed-power accelerator, based on a
linear-transformer-driver (LTD) machine architecture [5,6],
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coupled to a multibeam, high-power laser system. One of our
key goals was to design a pulsed-power accelerator, smaller
than Z, that would demonstrate and validate the LTD archi-
tecture proposed by Ref. [6] for accelerators larger than Z
while coupling an advanced high-power laser system to the
pulsed-power loads. Particular attention has been paid to
providing extensive diagnostic access to the load while
maintaining machine performance. This new LTD design
would take advantage of the very efficient coupling of stored
energy to the load to build a pulsed-power accelerator capable
of delivering up to 12.5 MA and over 600 kJ to a range of
dynamic loads for a variety of high energy-densityephysics
(HEDP) research.

The LTD pulsed-power facility was designed to be coupled
to a laser system capable of delivering four, nominally 5-kJ
ultraviolet (UV) beams with state-of-the-art beam condition-
ing, a pulse-shaping capability to generate 150-ps to 10-ns-
long laser pulses, and a single, 2.5-kJ infrared (IR) laser beam
with a pulse-width range of 1 pse100 ps. The four UV beams
will enable 3-D radiography to precisely measure the evolu-
tion of high-energy-density (HED) plasmas. Other configura-
tions would enable auxiliary heating of a plasma and
radiography in the same experiment. These laser intensities
will make it possible to generate X rays with energies greater
than 10 keV for novel HED physics studies, including
advanced high-density radiography, X-ray Thomson scat-
tering, and diffraction experiments.

Our conceptual design is for a pulsed-power accelerator
that has a single stage of pulse compression and has a matched
electrical impedance throughout, as described by Stygar et al.
[6], thereby minimizing electrical reflections and maximizing
overall electrical coupling efficiency to the load. Depending
on the load details, coupling efficiencies as large as 25% (load
kinetic energy/stored energy) can be realized. We have fixed
the
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time constant of the prime-power store to be ~100 ns

to eliminate the need for further pulse compression (with its
attendant losses in efficiency). The LTD design enables longer
electrical pulses by pulse shaping the current via independent
triggering of the bricks. The goal is to maximize the flexibility
of the driver for HEDP research.

The architecture of our accelerator is based on the generic
LTD architecture described by Stygar et al. [6]. Our design
assumes the use of an LTD brick based on two, 80-nF ca-
pacitors and a single, low-inductance gas switch connected

electrically in series (see Fig. 1). Multiple bricks are assem-
bled in parallel in a cavity. The cavities are arranged in series
into a single module. Multiple modules, feeding through co-
axial water lines, comprise the entire accelerator and drive a
single load via a tri-plate magnetically insulated transmission
line.

Detailed circuit simulations using Screamer [7,8] model the
performance of the accelerator with different loads. These
simulationsmodel all of the elements of the accelerator from the
bricks (switch losses), the cavities (core losses), themodules, the
water transmission lines (water losses), the magnetically insu-
lated transmission lines (electron losses), and the post-hole
convolute (vacuum-electron-flow losses) to the load. Detailed
descriptions of the designs and the assumptions used in the
simulations are provided in Secs. 2 and 3.

This pulsed-power accelerator could serve as the first large-
scale demonstration of LTD architecture. Such a facility will
facilitate a wide range of HEDP experiments that will incor-
porate modern pulsed-power with state-of-the-art laser capa-
bilities. Given the research enabled by coupling the Z facility
with the Z-Beamlet [3] (the successful prototype of a National
Ignition Facility beamline) at Sandia, it is likely that any
future pulsed-power facility of scale will incorporate multiple,
high-power lasers. The facility described in this paper could
therefore serve as a “prototype” for any future facility of scale
[6].

2. Conceptual design for a 15-TW pulsed-power
accelerator

2.1. Overview

This conceptual electrical design has performance param-
eters that are roughly 1/4 scale in energy and power from
SNL's original Z machine (3 MV, 20 MA, 100 ns, 0.12 U,
60 TW) [9e12]. This new design operates at ~2 � lower peak
current than the original Z and it addresses the following key
design goals:

� LTD architecture and pulse shaping: The driver design is
based on an LTD prime-power architecture [6]. The choice
of the LTD as the prime-power source is motivated by the
fundamental efficiency and pulse-shaping flexibility of
LTD designs [13], the maturity of SNL's LTD engineering,
the reduced maintenance of LTD components, the lack of
water shock, and the technological impact to the National
Pulsed-Power Program. Such a facility would also moti-
vate and help develop the needed “supply chain” for
critical components for any future, large-scale pulsed-
power facility.

� The ability to efficiently drive a wide array of HEDP ex-
periments that are scalable to present (Z) and future, high-
energy pulsed-power facilities: Currents must be large
enough to stably implode scaled liners to relevant veloc-
ities (~107 cm/s). Scalable HEDP experiments that exploit
the X-ray energy and power produced by wire arrays or
gas puffs are also a desired capability. The ability to

Fig. 1. Schematic of an LTD brick showing two double-ended capacitors and a

single 200-kV low-inductance gas switch.
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conduct dynamic materials experiments at ~1Mbar is also
important.

� High shot rate, low hardware cost, manageable debris
levels, and low activation: The requirement for up to two
to three shots per day is driven by the desire to reduce the
cost per shot (annual facility cost/shots), to increase the
number of experiments conducted, and develop a user
community such as what currently exists at the Omega
Laser Facility. The higher shot rate encourages technically
high-risk experiments that often drive innovation. To
manage facility costs with high shot rates, the hardware
replacement costs must be minimized and the debris level
maintained below diagnostic-damage thresholds. User
experience from SNL's Saturn accelerator [14] demon-
strated that a peak current of ~10 MA damaged only the
inner MITL hardware, had acceptable levels of debris, and
had no hardware activation.

� Maximize experimental flexibility and utility, and provide
equatorial diagnostic access: Flexible and multiple diag-
nostic ports provide optimal X-ray diagnostic and laser-
beam access. The target chamber will have multiple
(approximately eight) equatorial line-of-sight ports and
will have further diagnostic access at ~15� and ~30� above
the equator. Axial access is also planned for X-ray di-
agnostics, laser diagnostics, and to enable experiments that
can both heat and probe the targets.

Fig. 2 shows the schematic view of the model for our 15-TW
accelerator. This pulse-power design uses an LTD-based ar-
chitecture having ten radial modules arranged azimuthally
around the load, with each module containing 16 cavities, and
with each cavity containing 22 bricks. The total electrical en-
ergy stored in all the brick capacitors within the modules is
2 MJ at a charge voltage of 85 kV (2.75 MJ at 100 kV). The
modules will be placed at a single level on the main floor of the
building to enable easy access for operations and maintenance;
with a similar motivation, the cavities will be positioned and
supported in the modules on rails. The cathode stalk in each
module will be supported from the outer radial location and
extend to, and be supported by, the coaxial water transmission
line at the output of the module. The cathode stalk can be
removed when the water is drained from the module and the

inner water tank (150,000 L). With the cathode stalk removed,
the individual cavities can be removed from the module for
maintenance or the entire module can be replaced.

Each module couples to a 2-m-long, 1.25-U coaxial water
transmission line [15] and these coaxial, water transmission
lines connect to a large water tank containing the water
transmission-line convolutes. Each coaxial transmission line
transitions, at constant impedance, to a horizontal, tri-plate
transmission line. The ten tri-plate water lines merge into a
single tri-plate, disk water line just outside the vacuum insu-
lator stack. These water lines provide complete transit-time
isolation of the cavities from the load. Each module drives a
fixed 1.25-U load and is transit-time isolated from the load.
The 0.125-U transmission line drives the load and the load is
transit-time isolated from the modules. The transit-time
isolation also serves to separate in time the reflected voltage
pulse from the forward-going voltage pulse, thereby mini-
mizing voltage stress on the cavity components.

The insulator-stack assembly consists of two, well-graded
identical insulator stacks, each composed of four insulators
and three grading rings. Inside the insulator stacks are two,
magnetically insulated vacuum radial transmission lines
(MITL's)dtwo anodes and one cathodedarranged in a single,
tri-plate disk configuration.

Two, constant-impedance disk MITL's connect the region
near the insulators with a single, post-hole convolute. The
MITL's are designed with nearly the same E/cB as the SNL Z
MITL's [9e12]. Inside the post-hole convolute (PHC) there is
an inner disk MITL and a coaxial MITL coupling to the load.
The lower voltage of this design greatly reduces the current
losses seen on Z in the post-hole convolute and the inner
MITL.

2.2. Brick design

The basic building block of the LTD driver is a “brick”
composed of two capacitors in series and a gas-filled, spark-
gap switch (see Fig. 1). The baseline accelerator design con-
sists of 3520 bricks (3520 switches and 7040 capacitors). The
two capacitors and one switch are arranged in a low-
inductance, compact configuration. The key brick perfor-
mance parameters are the peak current per brick (fundamen-
tally limited by the capacitor current limit) and the rise time of
the brick (set by the brick capacitance, total brick inductance,
and load impedance). The larger the current per brick, the
fewer bricks needed per cavity to achieve the desired cavity
current. The individual brick performance effectively defines
the overall electrical performance of the driver as a whole
through the brick's capacitance, inductance, resistance, peak
current, allowed voltage reversal, lifetime, reliability, pre-fire
rate, hang-fire rate, size, and jitter. These brick parameters
must be refined and quantified before the final machine design
is set. Design and optimization efforts will focus on producing
the lowest-possible brick inductance and highest-possible,
peak capacitor current within the desired 100-ns rise time.
The brick current, upon which our design is based, is presently
limited by the 50-kA current limit of the individual capacitors.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the 15-TW driver showing ten linear-transformer-driver

(LTD) modules (each having 16 cavities) coupled to coaxial water lines, to

the water section, and then to the inner vacuum power feed.
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Our brick design is the baseline Z300 SNL design [16e18].
Our design uses two, 80-nF capacitors arranged in a one-stage
Marx configuration (two capacitors and one switch), with the
switch placed between the two capacitors and the midplane of
the switch at ground potential. The two capacitors can each be
charged to a maximum voltage of 100 kV (SNL has demon-
strated routine operation of such bricks at ±100 kV). The
capacitors are the low-inductance, “double-ended” style with
the electrical connections placed on opposing ends of the ca-
pacitors. The present switch is a low-inductance, high-pres-
sure, 200-kV spark-gap design [18]. The anode/cathode gap of
the gas switch is ~0.95 cm and the switch is operated at
16.5 bars of dry air. The switch is triggered by applying a fast-
rising, ~50-kV pulse to the midplane of the switch (typically
applied by a 50-U cable with a 1-kU resistor in series), thereby
initiating an overvoltage situation with one of the electrodes.
A 50-kV trigger pulse achieves a 60-ns run time and a 2.5-ns
1s jitter. The trigger pulse must be applied to the midplane of
the switch for a time corresponding to the streamer transit time
from the electrode to the midplane of the switch.

Each brick has a matched impedance Zb, where Zb ¼ (L/
C )1/2 (L is the total inductance of the brick and C is the total
capacitance of the brick). The matched impedance is nearly
optimum for power coupling to the load (Actually, the opti-
mum load for power coupling is 1.1 Zb but the difference from
Zb is less than 0.5% [6].) A resistance that is 2 � greater than
the matched value would then be critically damped and would
have no undershoot/reversal. Resistance values much lower
than the matched value would have excessive voltage reversal
and could damage the capacitors. A matched value for the load
impedance optimizes coupling efficiency while minimizing
voltage reversal.

Total resistive energy losses in the brick (~23.9%) are
caused by the time-dependent resistance in the gas switch (a
function of switch gap, the gas type, multichanneling, and the
gas pressure) and the effective series resistance (ESR) of the
two capacitors.

2.3. Cavity design

An LTD “cavity” is composed of multiple bricks arranged
radially in parallel. A cavity has the same peak output voltage
as a single brick, but has the total current of Nb bricks and an
output impedance of Zb=Nb Each cavity includes the necessary
cathode coupling and intracavity-isolation magnetic cores to
enable the cavities to be stacked in series (see Fig. 3). Bricks
are arranged radially around the inner coaxial section. Com-
mon charging connections and a common pulsed-triggering
system are used for all of the bricks.

During our design of the cavity, we varied the number of
bricks in the cavity and, later, the number of cavities in a
module to get the desired 1.25-U module impedance, cavity
current, and output voltage. Future changes to the detailed
parameters of an individual brick, which result in a changed
brick matched impedance, would necessitate a change in the
number of bricks per cavity and, perhaps, the number cavities
per module.

The gas switches for each brick within the cavities will be
triggered electrically. At least two, separate and independent
triggering systems per cavity would be required to provide
minimal pulse shaping. Multiple, independent trigger systems
are needed to achieve the precise pulse shaping needed for
equation-of-state experiments [13]. A typical trigger pulse will
have an amplitude of ~50 kV with a rise time of ~5 ns. In test
cavities, a single trigger pulse is capable of triggering ~20
switches.

Each cavity contains several ferromagnetic magnetic cores
that are placed to prevent parasitic current losses (see Fig. 3).
The ferromagnetic cores must have sufficient cross-sectional
area to support the V � t of the pulse. Acceptable ferromag-
netic core materials are 2605CO MetGlas™ and FT-3M™
FineMet. In addition to the fundamental requirement of sup-
porting the pulse without saturation, core losses and winding
voltage must be considered in the design. Both types of cores
have been successfully tested [19].

2.4. Module design

Fig. 4 shows the conceptual design of the LTD module that
feeds a 1.25-U impedance coaxial water transmission line. The
number of cavities per module was adjusted (Nc ¼ 16 cavities
in series) to achieve the desired final output voltage
(~1.25 MV) and the desired impedance (1.25 U) needed for
the module. The final module output current is ~1 MA. The
power generated by a single module is 1 TW at 85-kV charge
voltage and a maximum of 1.5 TW at full 100-kV charge
voltage.

Oil

     200-kV
gas switch

      80-nF
capacitor

Insulator

Ferromagnetic
                core

Cavity-output
               gap

Fig. 3. Schematic of an LTD cavity showing one (of 22) bricks driving the

output. The cavity contains ferromagnetic core material used to eliminate

parasitic current losses. The cavity is oil filled.
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Each module has a tapered cathode stalk as the center
conductor. The diameter of the cathode stalk varies with each
cavity to maintain the correct water-transmission-line imped-
ance. After 16 cavities, the impedance of the water line is a
constant 1.25 U.

A 16-cavity module will require a sophisticated triggering
system to provide the necessary timing flexibility for the 352
switches. In fact, in many ways the triggering system for a
module is a more-complicated engineering task than the
module itself. Each module will have its own separate and
independent trigger system. This triggering system will consist
of multiple trigger units for each cavity. The cabling for the
trigger systems must take into account the need to fire the
cavities sequentially so as to take into account the electro-
magnetic propagation time of the voltage pulse in water.

As mentioned above, to maximize operability the individ-
ual cavities are mounted on the module rails so that they can
be individually removed as needed for repair or refurbishment.
This requires that the water be drained and the central cathode
stalk be withdrawn. Once the high-voltage charging lines,
trigger cables, and gas lines are removed the ~1-t weight
cavity can be removed using an overhead crane. A replace-
ment cavity would immediately be immediately installed and
the module reassembled.

2.5. Water transmission line design

The water transmission lines are simple, constant-
impedance coaxial designs that are manufactured from
rugged stainless steel. These coaxial water transmission lines
connect the output of an LTD module to the water convolutes.
All of the coaxial transmission lines will meet at a water-filled
tank. Inside the stainless-steel water tank, the coaxial trans-
mission lines transition or convolute from a coaxial shape to
tri-plate lines that then merge into a disk water-transmission
line and then into a large, monolithic, vacuum-insulator stack.

De-ionized water will be used as the dielectric in the water
transmission lines between the modules and the insulator
stack. Water was chosen because of its high dielectric constant
(ε ~ 81) and its ability to handle pulsed high voltages. The ten
modules with their associated coaxial water transmission lines
are arranged radially around a water tank (containing de-
ionized water).

The minimum radial spacing between the outer and inner
conductors of the coaxial water lines is determined by the

high-voltage breakdown limit in water. In our conceptual
design, we have chosen the outer diameter (OD) of the water
coax to be 60 cm and the inner diameter (ID) to be 49.74 cm
for a 1.25-U transmission line. This leads to a water gap d of
~5.1 cm. Stygar et al. [20] wrote the definitive paper on water
breakdown for fast voltage pulses. The breakdown require-
ment for large-area water lines (A > 104 cm2) is given by

Ept
0:33
eff � 0:108; ð1Þ

where Ep is the peak value of the average electric field
in MV/cm (Vp=d; where Vp is the peak voltage) and teff is the
effective pulse width of the voltage pulse in ms at 63% of peak
voltage. As will be discussed in Sec. 3, for our case, the mean
peak electric field Ep is ~0.245 MV/cm and teff is ~0.089 ms,
which yields a breakdown value of 0.110. This calculated
breakdown value is just below the Stygar limit for water
breakdown. This calculated breakdown value very close to the
observed safe operating point on Z of 0.113 [20].

The pulsed-power design uses a single, large water tank
that makes it possible to connect the LTD modules/coaxial
water lines to the insulator stack. This design requires the tank
to be fabricated from stainless steel and that the water in the
tank be continuously de-ionized and degassed. A lid composed
of multiple, wedge-shaped sections will cover the water tank
to keep out debris, to minimize experimental-bay humidity,
and to contain the electromagnetic-pulse (EMP) generated
during a shot. The volume (150,000 L) of the water tank is
minimized to limit the volume of external water storage. The
inner diameter of the water section was set by the insulator
stack diameter and the outer diameter of the water section was
set by the need for ten modules to convolute themselves from
coaxial to tri-plate. A minimum radial distance of 2 m was
chosen as the minimum reasonable distance for a 60-cm-OD
coaxial water line to transform into a tri-plate strip line. This
distance is comparable to the convolute on Z.

The coaxial transmission line transforms into a tri-plate
transmission line with constant water-line impedance (see
Fig. 5). The coaxial lines deform as the inner conductor as-
sumes a race-track oval cross section; the outer electrode splits
on the sides. This convolution continues with the center
becoming more planar and the top and bottom sections

Fig. 4. Schematic of an LTD module showing 16 cavities bricks arranged in

series. The module has a tapered cathode that matches the impedance of the

cavities as they are added axially. The module is filled with de-ionized water.

Fig. 5. Close-up of the constant-impedance transition from the coaxial water

line to a horizontal tri-plate. The module is filled with de-ionized water.
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assuming a planar shape. The center, top, and bottom sections
become one sector of a tri-plate disk and the sectors from the
ten modules merge into the disk of the insulator stack. The
impedance of the water lines is constant at all locations. To
meet the generic, Z water-breakdown requirement, a 0.25-U
disk feed in the water outside of the 1.4-m-radius insulator
stack will have a gap of 5.25 cm. This A/K gap is consistent
with the water breakdown discussion above.

Modeled after the original Z insulator stack at SNL [9,10],
the outer diameter of the insulator stack will be ~3 m. The
overall stack diameter and disk-conductor spacing in the water
was determined by the need for a 0.125-U impedance and
limited by water breakdown in the disk section of the water
transmission line just outside the insulator stack. Each level of
the insulator stack will have a disk water-line impedance of
0.25 U. This impedance and the radius of the insulator stack
set the A/K gap in the disk water line.

Note: the 0.125-U impedance driving the load is constant
for the entire pulse length. This means that one can accurately
model the load performance by assuming a simple, 0.125-U
driver with the calculated voltage pulse at that location rather
than the complex multicomponent model used in the calcu-
lations described below.

2.6. Insulator-stack design

The insulator-stack assembly consists of two identical
insulator stacks, each composed of four Rexolite™ insulators
that are ~2.5-cm high. Three hard-anodized aluminum grading
rings separate the insulators and extend from the water section
into the vacuum section. The insulators are capacitively graded
and must be designed to have a uniform grading to within a
few percent of the electric field.

Fig. 6 shows the insulator stack that separates the water
section of the pulsed-power machine from the vacuum section.
Its design must not only take into account the pulsed-power
engineering limits, but also mechanical engineering issues
(structural integrity, vacuum quality, and lifetime). The
insulator-stack/vacuum interface has the lowest limit on
electric field in the pulsed-power chain. As such, it is the
weakest link in the entire pulsed-power chain. The maximum

surface electric field permitted in the water near the vacuum
insulator for a 100-ns pulse width is ~300 kV/cm. The
maximum mean electric field at the insulator stack in the
vacuum is ~150 kV/cm.

Given an impedance of 0.25 U per disk level and the
minimum allowable gap in the water (set by the applied
voltage pulse and the breakdown limit in water), the outer
radius of the insulator stack is fixed. The height of the insu-
lator stack is always greater than the constant-impedance
water gap because the breakdown field on the plasticevac-
uum interface is lower than that of water. This creates an
unavoidable impedance mismatch on the water side of the
insulator stack and excess inductance in the insulator volume
and in the vacuum.

Improvements to the insulator design, which increase the
maximum electric field at the vacuum interface, yield a sig-
nificant improvement in machine performance by decreasing
the impedance mismatch in the water, reducing the inductance
in the insulator stack, and lowering the inductance of the local
vacuum section. SNL's Z Machine was originally designed to
operate at a mean electric field of 90 kV/cm in vacuum using
Rexolite™ insulators. Experiments on Z demonstrated suc-
cessful, routine insulator operation at 125 kV/cm. When Z was
rebuilt, further improvements were made in the insulator stack
design to increase the insulator design point to 150 kV/cm
[21,22]. The insulator planned for our design is nearly iden-
tical to the Z insulator stack with the exception that the area of
each insulator stack is ~0.30 as large as each Z insulator (A
and B levels of Z). This means that our insulator should be
able to achieve a slightly higher field stress than Z based on
the statistical area effects described by Stygar [21,22]. Equa-
tion (2) shows the scaling relationship for a single 45�

Rexolite™ insulator:

Ep

�
teffC

�1=10
expð�0:24=dÞ ¼ 248; ð2Þ

where Ep is the peak electric field across the insulator, C is the
circumference of the insulator surface, and d is the height of
the insulator. The effective pulse width teff is defined as

teff≡
1

E10
p

Z t

0

E10dt: ð3Þ

Further experiments at Sandia on Sphinx [23] demonstrated
successful operation of a multi-ring insulator stack at mean
electric field greater than 210 kV/cm (although for shorter
pulses). The implication of the Z data and the Sphinx data is
that our design for a well-graded Rexolite™ insulator stack is
conservative and should be capable of handling more than
150 kV/cm.

In our design, the insulator stack must hold off a peak
voltage of 1.5 MV at the vacuum/insulator interface. Based on
the discussion above, the insulator design point is a conser-
vative, peak-mean electric field of 150 kV/cm. This gives an
insulator design height of ~10 cm. Fig. 7 shows the pre-
liminary insulator design that uses four 2.54-cm-high in-
sulators (10.16-cm total plastic height) and three 6.4-mm-thick

Fig. 6. Schematic of an insulator stack showing four e45� Rexolite™ in-

sulators. The insulators have anode plugs similar to Z.
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grading rings. The total height of the insulator stack is 12 cm.
The grading rings are spaced sufficiently far from the anode
disk feed to keep the local electric fields below the emission
threshold of 300 kV/cm for hard-anodized aluminum. Emis-
sion from the grading rings would distort the grading of the
insulator stack and likely cause the stack to flash over in the
vacuum. Our design addresses this concern.

2.7. Magnetically insulated transmission lines

Fig. 8 shows the overall vacuum feed design that uses a
simple, tri-plate MITL arrangement. The MITL mechanical
design is based directly on the Z MITL's [1,2,9e12]. The key
differences are.

� the minimum gap between the anode and the cathode will
be ~1/2 the gap on Z (while E/cB will remain the same as
Z),

� the 18.6� angle of the MITL's will be slightly larger to
ensure that the load is accessible to diagnostics on the
equatorial plane, and

� the resulting vacuum electron flow in the MITL's will be
slightly lower.

This is the largest accelerator that can efficiently use two
insulator-stack/MITL levels. Our design essentially uses only
the top two MITL's of the four-level Z design. The A and B
levels of Z had five, 5-cm-high insulators to hold off 3.0 MV.
This height added inductance to the “vacuum-flare” and
impedance to the “water-flare” regions. This new insulator
stack design will have four, 2.5-cm-high insulators. This will
reduce the inductance of the water flare, the insulator stack,
and the vacuum flare to half that seen on Z, resulting in an
increase in coupling efficiency to the load (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 shows the anodes plunging rapidly toward the
cathode disk just inside the insulator stack to minimize the
vacuum-flare inductance. The large diameter of the insulator
stack reduces the inductance of the vacuum flare volume. The
radial spacing between the anodes and the adjacent insulator
grading rings is limited by the need to keep the electric field
on the grading rings below 300 kV/cm at all times to prevent
electron emission of the grading rings. As the anode disk

approaches the cathode disk, the electric field on the cathode
exceeds the self-emission threshold of ~250 kV/cm and the
electrodes emit electrons and the transmission line acts as an
MITL. Magnetic insulation is established by a carefully
tailored transition from the non-emissive cathode near the
insulator to the emissive inner cathode. The cathode will be
made from 304L stainless steel. The anodes will be fabricated
either from aluminum or stainless steel at large diameters and
stainless steel at diameters <1.5 m.

After the vacuum-flare region, the MITL's will have almost
constant impedance. This is an attempt to create a vacuum
feed with nearly constant E/cB similar to Z. Fig. 10 shows
constant impedance MITL's that extend from the vacuum flare
to the post-hole convolute. This means that the gap in the
MITL's decreases from an initial value of ~10 cm to a final gap
of ~0.5 cm. The MITL's are designed with nearly the same
initial E/cB as the SNL Z MITL's. Our design has a similar (or
lower) vacuum electron flow in the MITL's to SNL's Z. The
constant impedance in the MITL means that the amount of
electron current and the spatial extent of the electron sheath
flowing in the vacuum will be constant over the entire radial
length of the MITL. Of course, the consequence of constant
impedance is that the gap of the MITL decreases inversely
with the radius. This design limits the final A/K gap at the
inner radius of the disk MITL from ~0.5 cm to 1.0 cm. Z uses

Fig. 7. The tri-plate magnetically insulated transmission line (MITL) assembly

is mounted to the insulator stack. The grading rings are progressively further

from the anode to maintain a local electric field below 300 kV/cm.

Fig. 8. Schematic of the proposed MITL's showing the transition from the

insulator stack, the constant-impedance MITL, the post-hole convolute, and

the load.

Fig. 9. Close-up of the MITL's near the insulator. Specifically, the vacuum-

flare region of the vacuum feed shows the transition between the insulator

stack and the constant gap of the MITL.
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constant 1.0-cm A/K gaps in the region near the post-hole
convolute.

The two MITL levels of the accelerator will be coupled to
the load via a single post-hole convolute (Fig. 11) [9,10,24]. In
this design, 12 anode posts penetrate 12 cathode holes to
couple the upper and lower anodes. Like all current-adder
convolutes, this design generates 12 magnetic-field nulls in
the upper disk and 12 magnetic-field nulls on the lower disk.
This is exactly the same as the magnetic-field nulls on Z. The
current flow in the cathode flows on the metal surface from the
lower side of the cathode plate to the upper side of the plate
through the holes in the cathode. At the post-hole convolute, a
constant gap is used (increasing impedance radially inward).
All vacuum electron flow is assumed lost to the magnetic-field
nulls in the convolute. This is a worst-case assumption but it
was found to work very well on Z [9e12,24]. The lower
voltages found in this MITL design will decrease the total and
fractional current loss at the convolute compared with Z. The
anticipated lifetime of the lower anode will be > 25 shots; the
lifetime of the cathode (PHC) and the anode insert will be one
shot.

There is a short disk MITL and a coaxial MITL inside the
PHC (see Figs. 11 and 12). This portion of the MITL leading
to the load can have many shapes depending on the specific
details of the actual load. Typically, these MITL's are constant
gap designs and operate with the smallest gap possible. There
are many goals for the inner MITL design: low inductance,
low electrical losses, low debris generation, and low X-ray flux
into the MITL's.

The inner-most part of the MITL, shown in Fig. 12, sees the
harshest electrical and radiation environment. The physics
associated with current losses in the inner MITL [where high
magnetic fields (B > 100 T); high, linear current densities
(J ~ 200 MA/m); and high voltages (E > 1.5 GV/m) are
present] is poorly understood and could potentially be one of
our major programmatic R&D efforts. We anticipate minimal
losses in our MITL design but such current losses could
seriously impact the performance of proposed drivers having
currents greater than 40 MA.

The inductance per unit volume in the MITL volume in-
creases tremendously as the radius decreases, making inner-
MITL mechanical design critical. It is essential that the
inductance of the inner MITL be as low as possible. This
drives the MITL design to small A/K gaps. A conservative gap
of 5 mm was routinely used on Z and 4-mm gaps were tested
[10e12].

One of the critical aspects of the inner-MITL load hardware
(radius < 15 cm) is cleanliness to minimize surface plasma
formation. All hardware will be built from 304L (low-carbon,
low-sulfur) stainless steel. To minimize surface plasmas, the
hardware must be electropolished, vacuum baked, hydrogen
fired, and electroplated with gold. The hardware is handled
with rubber gloves and is stored in dry air boxes. Vacuum
procedures would be developed to minimize surface contam-
ination and novel fiber-laser cleaning techniques that have
been developed for other industrial applications would also be
worthwhile to explore.

2.8. Diagnostic access

To maximize the physics value obtained for each shot, it is
critical to have excellent diagnostic access to the load. The
original Z MITL's made it possible to access to the load at
~15� off the equator of the load. This conceptual design pro-
vides perfect equatorial access to the load to provide improved
diagnostic and laser-beam access. To achieve equatorial ac-
cess, the MITL's must be angled by 18.6� to bring the position
of the load up 10 cm to a level above the top of the upper
insulator support ring. This is helped by the low height of the
insulator stack. Even with no change in the MITL angle from

Fig. 10. Close-up of the MITL's between the vacuum flare and the post-hole

convolute. Here the MITL's have a constant impedance until the post-hole

convolute where the feed is a constant gap.

Fig. 11. The tri-plate MITL's are coupled by a post-hole convolute. The

convolute is similar to a single level of the Z convolute.

Fig. 12. Close-up of the inner coax MITL's. The MITL's have a constant gap

and can be illuminated with radiation from the load.
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the Z MITL angle, the load position would have resulted in a
minimum diagnostic angle of ~5�. Fig. 13 shows a top view of
the equatorial access to the load.

The overall facility was designed with particular attention
to diagnostic access. Diagnostic equipment load locks
(DELL's) on the equator provide ~15-cm-diam diagnostic
access ports to the target chamber after the load has been
assembled and the target chamber has been pumped down to
vacuum. The DELL's will consist of two flexible sections to
provide rapid diagnostic reconfiguration and alignment. They
are capable of delivering front-end diagnostic parts (e.g.,
pinholes, X-ray crystals, optics, fiber optics, shielding) into the
target chamber. This load box will be accessed outside of the
target chamber to avoid interference with the Operations Team
during cleaning and reconfiguration of the main pulsed-power
load. Behind the load box, a universal coupling will connect
the load box to the active diagnostic package (see Fig. 13).
The active diagnostics package will be a flexible box with
common external mounting points to the system. Each active
diagnostic package will be preconfigured off-line and rigged
into the DELL as a unit. The figure also schematically shows
the placement of four laser beams, including the option of
injecting one beam along the axis of a cylinder.

3. Circuit modeling

Our electrical performance goals are: a peak power of
15 TW (100-kV charge), a peak current to a standard Z-pinch
load of ~10 MA (85-kV charge), a total forward-going energy
of ~1.7 MJ, and a current rise time of ~100 ns. These electrical
performance levels should enable radiated X-ray energies of
~750 kJ and X-ray powers of ~60 TW from a tungsten wire-
array load [25].

This section describes the detailed circuit modeling of a
baseline LTD brick, an LTD module, a short circuit, a wire-
array Z pinch, and a magnetized liner inertial fusion
(MagLIF) target to illustrate the flexibility of our design. All
of the circuit modeling is conducted with the latest version of

Screamer [7,8]. Appendix A contains a sample Screamer run
deck used in Sec. 3.4.

3.1. Modeling the performance of an LTD brick

We have conducted extensive circuit modeling of the
baseline LTD brick planned for our accelerator. This brick, as
described above, has two 80-nF capacitors and a gas switch in
series. The model includes a fixed load resistance, which
together with the capacitor effective-series resistance (ESR)
and the time-dependent, gas-switch resistance, approximates a
matched load impedance. The total energy stored in the brick
at a 100-kV charge voltage is 800 J.

We fit the circuit calculations to brick electrical measure-
ments provided by Wisher [26] to validate the Screamer
model. In this case, we model the switch resistance using the
variable switch model in Screamer developed by T. H. Martin
[27]. This switch model is based on a Braginskii pinch that
assumes a nearly constant plasma resistivity (dielectric
dependent) and a varying-arc channel diameter to meet the
pressure equilibrium requirements.

Fig. 14 shows the brick current calculated by Screamer
compared to SNL data. The simulation assumes a total brick
inductance of 121.5 nH, an ESR of 0.14 U, and a load resis-
tance of 2.1 U. The BraginskiieMartin model assumes the use
of an air dielectric at 16.5 bar, a switch gap of 0.95 cm, and a
single-arc channel. The initial switch resistance was chosen to
be 10 GU. The calculation runs with a 2-ps time step to help
model the changing resistance of the switch. The only real
adjustment to the model was the total inductance of the circuit
(poorly known). The brick delivered a peak current of 48 kA in
100 ns at a charge voltage of ±100 kV. The circuit delivered a
total of ~10 mC to the load. The gas switch dissipates ~111 J
(13.9%) and the capacitor ESR dissipates ~72.6 J (9%). These
calculations demonstrate the importance of designing capaci-
tors and switches with lower resistive losses.

An analysis of the calculation shows that the Screamer
circuit model matches the data nearly perfectly for a full cycle
of the current. The simulation only deviates in the start of the
second cycle. Note, these data were taken using a liquid (salt)

Fig. 13. Schematic of X-ray diagnostic access and laser access on the equa-

torial plane to the load. Several diagnostic equipment load locks (DELL's) are
positioned around the chamber. The active diagnostics package can be adapted

to meet the experimental needs.

Screamer

Fig. 14. The current calculated by Screamer (red line) compared to the

measured current (blue line).
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load resistor, whose resistance may vary as energy is deposited
into the liquid.

It is instructive to plot the calculated resistance of the high-
voltage gas switch as a function of time (see Fig. 15). The
initial resistance of the switch is > 500 kU early in time. This
resistance rapidly falls as the driving current increases and the
arc channel expands. The resistance falls monotonically in
time as the pulse progresses. Even at peak current (~100 ns)
the resistance of the switch is ~0.3 U. This is a sizable fraction
of the matched impedance for the brick. After the peak cur-
rent, the arc channel continues to expand and the resistance of
the arc continues to fall. The initial switch resistance used in
Screamer for this calculation is 10 GU. The choice of the
initial condition does not affect the resultant resistance as a
function of time.

Comparison with data allows us to conclude that Screamer
is capable of accurately modeling the resistive behavior of a
high-voltage gas switch in the parameter range of interest. We
have demonstrated predictive capability in the design of
improved gas switches.

3.2. Modeling the performance of an LTD module

A single LTD module is composed of 16 individual cavities
(arranged in series). Each cavity is composed of 22 bricks in
parallel. We have built a Screamer model of a module that is
terminated in a 1.25-U resistance. This made it possible to
calculate the performance of this module as if it were installed
into the full driver. The charge voltage for the capacitors in the
bricks is ±85 kV. The ferromagnetic core losses from all of the
cavities are included in the model [19,20].

Fig. 16 shows a plot of the module current delivered to the
load resistor. The peak module current exceeds 1 MA. The
current rises to a peak value in ~100 ns. Fig. 17 shows a plot
that the peak power into the load resistor is 1.3 TW.

Fig. 18 shows the forward-going energy of the module. The
peak energy from one module is 170 kJ. Fig. 19 shows the
output voltage of the module. The peak module voltage is
1.25 MV.

In summary, the module delivers ~1.3 TW or 1/10 of the
expected 13 TW from the entire accelerator. The current and

voltage from the module are acceptable and will lead to the
desired driver. The module is incredibly efficient in delivering
energy from the capacitors in the bricks to the load. One
module stores ~200 kJ of energy and delivers 170 kJ in
forward-going energy. This is an efficiency of 85%. This
should be compared with the typical 25% efficiency seen in
Marx-driven, water-pulseeforming architectures.

Fig. 15. Plot of the switch resistance calculated by Screamer as a function of

time.

Fig. 16. Plot of the current generated by the LTD module into a 1.25-U load.

The peak current is 1.05 MA. The rise time of the current is ~100 ns.

Fig. 17. Plot of the power generated by the LTD module into a 1.25-U load.

The peak power is 1.3 TW.

Fig. 18. Plot of the forward-going energy from the module. The total energy in

the main pulse is 170 kJ.
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3.3. Modeling 15-TW driver short-circuit performance

It is instructive to model the performance of the 15-TW
driver when the load is a short circuit. We charged the ca-
pacitors to ±85 kV for this simulation. This makes it possible
to follow the movement of energy in the system without
storing energy in kinetic energy. It is also a benchmark for the
potential performance of the accelerator when short-circuit
equation-of-state loads are used [28]. We use the same phys-
ical dimensions (inductance) for the vacuum power feed as the
Z-pinch load.

The current waveforms are shown in Fig. 20. The current is
determined at the insulator stack in the MITL's and the load.
The vacuum electron-flow loss current is also calculated.
Because of the low voltages seen on a short-circuit calculation,
there are negligible electrical losses during the setup of
magnetic insulation early in the pulse and there are no vacuum
power-flow losses during the rest of the pulse. The peak cur-
rent seen is 13 MA and the time to peak current is ~125 ns.
The Screamer model does not presently allow the insulator to
flash on voltage reversal at the insulator stack as would happen
under normal operating conditions. This lack of insulator
flashing does not affect the energy coupled to implosions that
occur prior to voltage reversal.

Fig. 21 plots the voltage at various locations in the vacuum
transmission line. As expected, the voltage falls as the
enclosed inductance is reduced (V ~ L dI/dt). For the short-
circuit case, the peak voltage at the insulator stack is
1.4 MV. Voltage reversal on the insulator stack occurs at
~285 ns.

In summary, circuit simulations of our accelerator design
with a short-circuit load show peak currents that are ~13 MA
with no current losses seen in the MITL. The calculated
voltage at the insulator stack is lower than the 1.5-MV design
point for the stack, leading to added safety margin.

To illustrate the experimental possibilities of such a facility,
we describe below two load examples: a wire array and a
MagLIF implosion. Other loads (dynamic hohlraums, gas
puffs, and loads for material studies) are also possible and will
be the focus of future publications.

3.4. Wire-array Z-pinch performance

One of our pulsed-power driver design goals was to deliver
~10 MA to a tungsten wire-array Z-pinch load given a total
stored electrical energy of ~2 MJ (±85-kV charge voltage).
This load will result in the highest stress to the insulator stack
because of the higher initial inductance of the imploding load.
We modeled a standard SNL Z-pinch load having an initial
radius of 2 cm and a length of 2 cm. The initial mass of the
load was 1.5 mg. There was a 6-ns-long impedance mismatch
(0.125-U to 0.250-U taper) in the water section outside the
insulator. The total insulator and vacuum inductance was
10.82 nH.

The Screamer results are shown below. We calculated a
peak current at the load of 10 MA, a peak load kinetic energy
of 450 kJ, and a peak implosion velocity of 77 cm/ms. These
calculated results are very close to scaled Z-pinch performance
from Z and have a high confidence of yielding up to 750 kJ
and 60 TW of X-ray radiation from a tungsten Z pinch. The Z
pinch can radiate more energy than the simple 0-D model
suggests because of the availability of ~500 kJ of magnetic
energy around the pinch and 2-D effects in energy coupling

Fig. 19. Plot of the output voltage from the module. The peak voltage is

1.25 MV.

Fig. 20. Plot of the current at different locations in the vacuum section. The

peak current is 13 MA and the loss current is negligible.

Fig. 21. Plot of the voltage at different locations in the vacuum feed. The peak

voltage at the insulator stack is 1.4 MV.
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[29]. The coupling from the LTD modules to the water
transmission line is 83.5%. The coupling from the water
transmission lines to the vacuum section by the time of
implosion is 50% and the coupling efficiency to kinetic energy
(KE) is ~25%. On Z the coupling efficiency from the Marx
generator (13.5 MJ) to the load kinetic energy (1.1 MJ) was
~8%. We anticipate that the radiation production efficiency
(X-ray energy/energy in the modules) on the LTD design will
approach 35%.

Fig. 22 shows the voltage waveform at the output of the
LTD module and at the beginning of the coaxial water line-
dstill ~100 ns from the insulator stack. The key points here
are: (1) the peak voltage is ~1.27 MV and is 15% less than the
ideal matched voltage of 1.496 MV because of the ESR of the
brick and the slight core losses and (2) the reflection in the
voltage waveform from the mismatched dynamic load is
delayed enough so as to minimize any overvoltage on the
cavities. This is one reason that a long water transmission line
is needed. The long water lines give the modules a constant
load impedance and provide sufficient delay to prevent sig-
nificant undershoot or overshoot on the components of the
cavities.

Fig. 23 shows the current waveform at the output of the
LTD module and at the beginning of the coaxial water line.
The total peak current from all ten modules is 10.15 MA. The
current from the reflected voltage pulse cancels the forward-
going current at the time the reflection reaches that point at
the exit of the module. The rise time of the current waveform
is ~100 ns.

Fig. 24 shows the total forward-going energy in all ten
coaxial water lines. This waveform is calculated as the integral
of the total water line power in Fig. 25. The peak energy going
forward in the water transmission lines is calculated to be
1.7 MJ at an 85-kV charging voltage. This is compared to the
total stored energy in the modules of 2.035 MJ. The coupling
efficiency from the LTD modules to the water transmission
lines is 83.5%. Some of this efficiency loss is caused by
resistive switch losses and the ESR of the capacitors (0.24 U)
or ~15% of the matched, 2-U brick impedance.

The various voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 26. These
waveforms are the voltage in the water outside the insulator
stack before the water flare (blue curve), the voltage at the
vacuum side of the insulator stack (red curve), the voltage in
the MITL's prior to the convolute (green curve), and the
voltage at the base of the load (black curve). There are several
points of interest. First, the peak voltage on the insulator stack

Fig. 22. Plot of the voltage waveform at the beginning of the water trans-

mission lines. In this case, the peak voltage is 1.27 MV and a reflection from

the load can be seen after 200 ns.

Fig. 23. Plot of the current waveform at the beginning of the water trans-

mission lines. In this case, the peak machine current is 10.15 MA.

Fig. 24. Plot of the energy waveform at the beginning of the water trans-

mission lines. In this case, the peak machine energy delivered to the water

transmission lines is ~1.7 MJ at a ±85-kV charge.

Fig. 25. Plot of the power waveform at the beginning of the water transmission

lines. In this case, the peak machine power is ~13 TW at a ±85-kV charge.
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is 1.42 MV. Given a 10.16-cm-high insulator stack the peak,
mean electric field on the insulators is 145.7 kV/cm. This is
slightly under the design point discussed later in this report of
150 kV/cm. Second, the t effective for this voltage waveform
(the width of the waveform at 89% of the peak value) is 55 ns.
This is the time scale that is used in various insulator break-
down calculations. Third, the impact of the target dynamic
implosion inductance on the voltage at various points in the
vacuum is shown. The voltage near the load achieves a 0-D
value of ~7.5 MV. This “ideal” 0-D calculated voltage will
be higher than the actual voltage; regardless, the voltage
generated at the time of implosion will be significant and of
the order of 4e5 MV. The voltage is strongly dependent on
load dynamics and peak driver current. The original Z was
observed to generate load voltages well in excess of 8 MV (the
activation threshold for protons on steel hardware), which
resulted in radioactive load hardware. Given the peak voltage
in this design, we should avoid activation.

Fig. 27 shows the current delivered to the vacuum insulator
stack (blue curve), the vacuum MITL (red curve), the Z-pinch
load (black curve), and the loss current (green curve). Note,
the loss current in the calculation reaches only ~50 kA at peak

current and reaches 830 kA at the moment of stagnation.
There is a slight amount of loss during the setup of magnetic
insulation at the beginning of the current pulse. The total loss
at peak current is ~0.5% and is energetically insignificant. The
total loss at peak current on Z for an equivalent load is ~8%,
which is a significant loss in energy delivered to the load.

Fig. 28 shows the energy balance past the insulator stack
(blue curve), at the MITL (red curve), and kinetic energy at the
load (green curve). The energy coupled to the total inductance
of the vacuum feed (past the insulator stack) reaches
~1.04 MJ at the time of implosion. The energy in the magnetic
field near the load (red curve) reaches ~900 kJ. This is the
energy that is directly available to the load on a time scale of
approximately nanoseconds. The kinetic energy delivered to
the imploding load reaches 450 kJ. In this design, the energy-
coupling efficiency from the stored energy in the capacitors to
the load is ~25%. This should be compared to a coupling ef-
ficiency to kinetic energy in a similar load of ~8% on Z.

Fig. 29 shows the power delivered to the imploding load.
The power pulse is less than 10 ns FWHM. This represents the
transfer of energy stored in the magnetic field into the kinetic
energy of the load. In the circuit model this can be seen as the
work done by the current against the change in inductance of
the load (I dL/dt). This power can be thought of as the
maximum radiated power from the pinch. While this is a 0-D
circuit simulation, with all of its inherent physics limitations,
the power predicted by Screamer was in remarkable agree-
ment to the measured total X-ray power from tungsten wire
arrays on Z [9,10].

In summary, our design is simulated to implode standard Z
pinches of the type fielded on Z without pulsed-power diffi-
culties. The voltage generated in the water transmission lines
is consistent with established water breakdown criteria. The
insulator stack is robust with the peak voltage leading to a
peak, mean electric field at the insulator/vacuum interface that
is lower than that used on Z. The MITL's have significantly
lower electron losses than Z. The coupling of the electrical
energy to the Z pinch scales to Z with a peak kinetic energy
that is similar to the 10-MA Saturn accelerator. We anticipate
radiated X-ray powers of ~60 TW and a total radiated X-ray

Fig. 26. Plot of the voltage waveforms in the vacuum section. The peak voltage

at the insulator stack is 1.42 MVand the voltage generated by the load is seen.

Fig. 27. Plot of the current at the insulator stack (blue), in the MITL's (red),
and reaching the load (black). The loss current (green) shows that the current

loss at peak current is at ~0.5% and the current loss at stagnation reaches

~12%.

Fig. 28. Plot of the energy reaching the insulator stack (blue curve), the energy

past the MITL (red curve), and the load kinetic energy (green curve).
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yield of ~650 kJ. This is in general agreement with X-ray
powers measured on the 20-MA Z Machine [25].

3.5. Magnetic liner inertial fusion target performance

Another example of a HEDP/fusion target concept that could
be studied and would benefit from our 15-TW accelerator is
MagLIF [4]. Such implosions could be studied while using
state-of-the-art beam conditioning to understand and improve
laser coupling while the other beams could be used for various
diagnostic applications such as in-flight radiography. The
baselineMagLIF load for our accelerator design is a Be cylinder
having a total mass of 56.8 mg. The wall thickness is 243 mm.
The liner outer radius is 2.79 mm and the liner length is 7.5 mm.
The liner aspect ratio (r/Dr) is 11.5, similar to those used in
present Z experiments. The length and the diameter of the load
are identical to those of ZMagLIF targets but the mass is scaled
downward from the Z values to match our peak current. We
modeled the implosion of this load with our baseline 15-TW
accelerator. The only changes to the inductance (compared
with the Z-pinch inductance) were increases to the inner MITL
feed inductance and to the inductance of the region around the
load. Given the low voltage of our design, we do not anticipate
significant current losses. The total insulator and vacuum
inductance used in the calculation was 14.72 nH. We do not
include an axial magnetic field in the design but experience at
SNL and LLE gives us confidence that this presents no issue and
the b (plasma pressure/magnetic-field pressure) in MagLIF is
sufficiently large so as not to influence the hydrodynamics.

Fig. 30 shows the results of our simulation delivered a peak
current of 12.5 MA to this MagLIF load at an 85-kV charge.
Note that the minimal change in inductance of the load during
the implosion allows the peak current rise much higher than
the 10-MA current shown in Fig. 27 with a Z-pinch load. The
implosion time for this MagLIF load is ~113 ns. There is
minimal current loss in the MITL or convolute because of the
low rate-of-change of inductance (dL/dt) of the MagLIF load.

Fig. 31 shows the energy balance for the MagLIF load. The
energy balance in the vacuum section is shown with the energy
reaching the insulator stack (blue curve), the energy past the
MITL's (red curve), and the kinetic energy in the MagLIF liner
(green curve). The total energy reaching the insulator stack

was 530 kJ. The energy past the MITL's was 375 kJ. The ki-
netic energy in the MagLIF load was ~100 kJ. The low level of
kinetic energy in the load is a result of the small initial radius
of the load and the small change in inductance seen during the
implosion. The simulations gave a final implosion velocity of
~8 cm/ms using a convergence ratio of 6:1 [4,6].

The value of current when the liner reaches a minimum
diameter of ~0.5 mm is ~11 MA for the 85-kV charge case.
The surface magnetic field on the liner will be ~9 kT.

Extending these results to a full 100-kV charge voltage on
the bricks would increase the peak current delivered to the
load by 17.6% to 14.35 MA. This would make it possible for
the radius of the MagLIF load to be increased to ~0.33 cm
while holding the Be thickness constant and implosion time
constant.

4. Pulsed-power performance analysis

This 15-TW LTD architecture, with an optimal 0.125-U
driving impedance, is the most-efficient, imploding-load driver
ever designed. This design stores 2 MJ of electrical energy in
the capacitors at a ±85-kV charge. Of that 2 MJ of stored
energy, ~1.7 MJ or 83.5% is calculated to reach the constant-
impedance water transmission lines. A total energy of 1 MJ is

Fig. 29. Power coupled to the imploding load. Fig. 30. Plot of the current at the insulator stack (blue), in the MITL's (red),
and reaching the load (black). The loss current (green) shows that the current

loss at peak current is negligible and the current loss at stagnation reaches

~1%.

Fig. 31. Plot of the energy reaching the insulator stack (blue), the energy past

the MITL's (red), and the kinetic energy of the magnetized liner inertial fusion

(MagLIF) liner (green).
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delivered past the insulator stack into the vacuum section of
the accelerator for the case of a Z-pinch load with a total
vacuum inductance of 10.82 nH. Approximately 450 kJ ends
up as kinetic energy in the Z-pinch load out of the 1 MJ of
energy available. This means that our design is 22.5% efficient
in coupling stored electrical energy to the kinetic energy of the
imploding load. This is the highest efficiency of any machine
design to date. The radiation power out of the Z pinch is
estimated to be ~60 TW or 4.5 � the peak electrical power.

The pulsed-power design works well for MagLIF loads
even though the inductance of the load is higher than the Z-
pinch load. There are no power-flow losses predicted in the
MITL's. We expect that we could drive a range of MagLIF
parameters without difficulty.

Short-circuit calculations show that this LTD design could
easily drive the low-inductance short-circuit loads needed for
equation-of-state (EOS) experiments [28]. These experiments
require current pulse shaping (individual triggering of groups
of bricks in each cavity). It remains to be seen how effective
pulse shaping would be in an LTD architecture.

The utility and programmatic value of a 10- to 12-MA
accelerator is greatly increased by the availability of a state-
of-the-art laser diagnostic capability. In particular, such laser
diagnostics would be invaluable for EOS experiments and
vacuum power-flow measurements.

5. Description of laser capabilities

The system provides an opportunity to couple multiple
state-of-the-art high-power laser beams to a pulsed-power
machine (see Fig. 32). This unique configuration enables.

� multiple equatorial ultraviolet (UV) laser beams for 3-D
radiography of an implosion driven by a 10-MA pulsed-
power machine;

Fig. 32. Building overview highlighting beam paths to the chamber.

Table 1

Long-pulse beam requirements.

System parameter Specification

Maximum UV on-target energy

(10-ns square)

5000 J

Maximum UV on-target power

(<10-ns pulses)
1.25 TW

Timing accuracy (rms) <50-ps rms

Pointing accuracy (rms) <150-mm rms

Focal-spot size 0.2 mm to 1 mm

Depth of focus >5 mm

Beamline-limited shot rate 90 min

Pulse shaping Arbitrary, 0.13e10 ns,

�0.1-ns sampling

Pointing locations TCC up to ~10 cm radically

and up to ~10 cm vertically

Table 2

Short-pulse beam requirements.

System parameter Tentative specification

Maximum intensity on target 5 � 1018 W/cm2

Pulse-width range 1 to 100 ps

Maximum energy at best

compression

400 J (or maximum power)a

Maximum energy at 10 ps 1250 J (or maximum power)a

Maximum energy at 100 ps 2600 J

Timing accuracy <20 ps

Pointing accuracy <150 mm [at off-axis parabola

(OAP) focus]

Focal-spot size R80 < 150 mm at OAP focus,

with modification possible via either

ellipsoidal refocusing or variable defocus

Beamline-limited shot rate 90 min

Temporal contrast <10�11 (intensity)

Pointing locations TCC up to ~10 cm radially

a B-integralelimited power will be determined by the final design for optic

protection.
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� a polar UV high-energy (5-kJ) laser with advanced beam
conditioning for coupling to low-density plasmas
(MagLIF);

� a single high-intensity, short-pulse beam for high-photon-
energy (>10-keV) probing of dense materials; and

� novel debris-mitigation concepts to maintain laser per-
formance and operations of multiple shots per day.

The laser will deliver four beams, each capable of inde-
pendently providing a kilojoule-class beam to the pulsed-
power load. All four beams are capable of nanosecond
(“long-pulse”) operation and will be frequency converted to
3u. Two of the beams are additionally capable of operating
with a broadband, optical parametric chirped-pulse-
eamplification (OPCPA) front end that can be recompressed
to picosecond pulses (“short pulse”). All four beams will be
available in long-pulse, UV mode and an auxiliary grating
compression chamber will be installed next to the pulsed-
power chamber to operate one beam in short-pulse mode.
The laser requirements are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

6. Summary

We have described the detailed conceptual design for an
LTD accelerator capable of delivering an electrical power of
15 TW. The LTD portion of the design is based on prior LTD
developments at Sandia National Laboratories [6]. The designs
of the water transmission lines, the vacuum insulator stack,
and the magnetically insulated transmission lines are all based
on the successful Z and Z machines.

We have conducted extensive circuit simulations using
Screamer models that have been validated by similar circuit
simulations done for Z. These simulations suggest that the
pulsed-power scaling laws for the water transmission lines, the
insulator stack, and the MITL's used for the design are
reasonable and are consistent with other successful pulsed-
power designs. Circuit simulations predict a peak current of
10 MA into a 10.8-nH Z-pinch load and 12.5 MA into a
14.7-nH MagLIF load. The Z-pinch load reaches a kinetic
energy of ~450 kJ and is expected to emit ~650 kJ of X rays in
a 60-TW pulse.

Such a pulsed-power driver could be the first large-scale
demonstration of LTD architecture and will be capable of
high-quality science relevant to a number of DOE missions
and serve as “prototype” of a future, more-capable pulsed-
power facility. Coupling a 10-MA pulsed-power machine with
modern lasers will provide a novel experimental/diagnostic
platform. The platform will enable advanced X-ray sources at
both low (<10-keV) and high (>10-keV) photon energies that
will be used to study material opacities, dynamic diffraction,
and RayleigheTaylor growth. Such a facility will also be
capable of generating relevant currents that are of particular
interest to pulsed-power machine physics including vacuum
power flow and the development of “stand-off” concepts for
future facilities that are designed for multi-megajoule fusion
output. Such a facility in conjunction with smaller university
based facilities could also play an important role in training

students and developing and expanding the pulsed-power
HEDP community.
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Appendix. Screamer run deckdZ-pinch implosion

PRE-CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE 15-TW ACCELER-
ATOR e Rev 2
!
! Following Mazarakis, Spielman, Kim, and colleagues, the
design assumes LTD-module drivers
!
! The design presented below is a single-line model of the
machine
!
TIME-STEP 0.1E-9
RESOLUTION-TIME 0.1E-9
END-TIME 1.0E-6
NUMBER-PRINTS 5
EXECUTE-CYCLES ALL
ECHO YES
GRIDS NO
MAX-POINTS 5001
DETAIL-PRINTS FULL
!
BRANCH
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!
! ********* 10 LTD modules
***********************************************
!
! We begin with a model of 10 LTD modules, connected in
parallel
!
! We assume each LTD module consists of 16 LTD cavities,
connected in series
!
! We assume each cavity includes 22 LTD bricks, in parallel
!
! Each brick is assumed to have a 40-nF capacitance and a
160-nH inductance
! We assume a capacitor ESR of 0.13 U
! Ctot ¼ 40nF � 22 � 10/16 ¼ 0.55 mF
! Vtot ¼ 85 kV � 2 � 16 ¼ 2.72 MV
! Ltot ¼ 160 nH � 16 / 22 � 10 ¼ 11.64 nH
! Rtot ¼ (0.13 U � 2 + 0.04) � 16/22 � 10 ¼ 21.81 mU
!
! We use for this calculation the RLC-circuit model of an LTD
system that was
! developed by Mazarakis, Spielman, and colleagues
!
! We assume a single core loss resistance of 115 U per cavity
! Thus, the core loss for the entire machine is:
! Rloss ¼ 115 � 13/10 ¼ 184 U
!
! Note: the matched load per module is R ¼ (1.7/
22) � 16 ¼ 1.24 U
!
! We assume an LTD-system capacitance of 0.55 uF:
!
RCG 1.00E12 0.55E-6
!
! We assume each LTD cavity is charged to +/� 85 kV:
!
INITIAL VC1 2.72E6
!
! We assume the series resistance of the LTD system is
21.81 mU.
! and the series inductance is 11.64 nH:
!
RLS 21.81E-3 11.64E-9
!
! We assume the shunt resistance due to the cores is 149.5 U:
!
RCG 184 1.0E-12
!
! ******** 10 coaxial water-transmission-lines ********
!
! We assume that each of the 10 modules has a 54-ns coaxial
water TL
!
! We also assume that at this point, the impedance of a single
TL is 1.25 U. The impedance
! at the system output is 0.125 U

! We will need to add the TL losses in the water at some point
!
TRL LIN 54.0E-9 0.125
!
UFO VIN
$VTRIN
UFO IIN
$ITRIN
UFO PIN
$PTRIN
UFO EIN
$ETRIN
!
! ******** 10 coaxial to tri-plate water-transmission-lines
********
!
! We assume that each of the 10 modules has a 54-ns convo-
lution in the water TL
!
! We also assume that at this point, the impedance of a single
TL is 1.25 U. The impedance
! at the system output is 0.125 U
!
TRL LIN 54.0E-9 0.125
!
! ************************* Water flares
******************************
!
TRL LIN 5.96E-9 0.125 0.240
!
UFO VOUT
$VWF
UFO IOUT
$IWF
UFO POUT
$PWF
UFO EOUT
$EWF
!
!
!
! *********************** Insulator stack
*****************************
! The water/vacuum interface Router ¼ 1.5 m, Rinner ¼ 1.4
m, height ¼ 11 cm (1 cm grading rings)
! Two stacks in parallel
!
RLS 1.0E-12 0.75E-9
!
UFO VOUT
$VSTACK
UFO IOUT
$ISTACK
UFO POUT
$PSTACK
UFO EOUT
$ESTACK
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!
! ************************** Vacuum flares
*****************************
!
RLS 1.0E-12 0.95E-9
!
UFO VOUT
$VVF
UFO IOUT
$IVF
UFO POUT
$PVF
UFO EOUT
$EVF
!
! ***************************** MITLs
********************************
!
RLS 1.0E-12 4.67E-9
!
UFO VOUT
$VMITLS
UFO IOUT
$IMITLS
UFO POUT
$PMITLS
UFO EOUT
$EMITLS
!
! ***** Z-flow current loss immediately upstream of the
convolute ******
!
! We assume the MITL system has a Z-flow impedance of
1.20 U for two levels:
!
RCG 0.0001 1.00E-12
VARIABLE R1 POS-MODEL
! TSW CURSW TOPEN ZFLOW GSWMIN GSWMAX
CBFLAG
2E-9 1E2 2E-9 1.20 0.0001 10000 0
!
UFO IR1
$IZFLOSS
UFO R1
$RLOSS
!
! ***************************** Convolute
******************************
!
RLS 0.0 0.650E-9
!
! ******************* Inner-MITL, coax, and pinch at
t ¼ 0 *******************
! THE INNER MITL INDUCTANCE Disk from PHC
! Router ¼ 7.1 cm, Rinner ¼ 2.5 cm, gap ¼ 0.4 cm
!
RLS 0.0 1.04E-9

RLS 0.0 1.98E-9
UFO IR2
$I_inner_mitl
RCG 1e12 0.0
UFO VR1
$V_inner_mitl
!
! The lower coax INDUCTANCE Router ¼ 2.5 cm,
Rinner ¼ 2 cm, height ¼ 0.5 + 1.25 cm
! this is to the base of the load
!
RLS 0.0 0.781E-9
RCG 1e12 0.0
UFO VR1
$V_coax
!
! THE INITIAL PRS Load Inductance 2 cm height, 2 cm wire
array radius, 0.5 cm AK gap
!
RLS 0.0 0.89E-9
!
! ********* Time-dependent z-pinch model
****************************
!
! We choose a 2-cm initial radius, a 2-cm length, 1-mg mass,
and a 20:1 convergence ratio
!
! INITIAL R LENGTH TOTAL MASS FINAL R
CYLFOIL 0.02 0.02 1.5e-6 0.001
!
!
UFO FRAD
$RADIUS
!
UFO FVEL
$VELOCITY
!
UFO FKE
$EKINETIC
!
UFO VIN
$VLOAD
!
UFO IIN
$ILOAD
!
UFO EIN
$ELOAD
!
UFO PIN
$PLOAD
!
UFO L2
$LLOAD
!
UFO R2
$RLINER
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!
UFO VR2
$VLINER
!
UFO PR2
$PLINER
!
!
! ******** Tie it all back to ground
********************************
!
!
RCG 1.0E-12 1.0E-12!
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